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biological neural systems such as brains 
and nerves.[1,2] Although the complemen-
tary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) 
technology has been remarkably devel-
oped and enabled digital revolution during 
the last decades, the current computing 
and electronic systems are expected to 
encounter limitations in the upcoming era 
of artificial intelligence (AI).[3] Moore’s law 
may be no longer applicable,[4] so further 
downscaling and integration, and decrease 
in the energy consumption of proces-
sors is becoming difficult; consequently, 
supercomputers for AI to process big 
data require huge numbers of processing 
chips. Graphic processing units (GPUs) 
have been used as core elements for effi-
cient parallel implementation of vector-
matrix multiplication (VMM) in deep 
learning,[5] but in the classic von Neu-
mann structure, processing units are sepa-
rated from memory cells, so data must 
be shuttled through buses; this process 

constrains speed and reduction of energy usage. This is the 
“von Neumann bottleneck”; it restricts the efficiencies of time 
and energy in current digital computing system.[6] Moreover, 
numerous central processing units (CPUs) and GPUs make 
supercomputers bulky and heavy.

A brain has slow computational speed and low calculation 
accuracy compared to the digital supercomputer, but efficiently 
performs comprehensive functions such as learning, recogni-
tion, judge, memory, and controlling homeostasis and somatic/
autonomic nervous systems, while consuming little power 
(≈20 W).[7] Neurons and synapses are the fundamental compo-
nents of biological nervous system including the central nervous 
system (CNS; i.e., the brain and spinal cord), and peripheral 
nervous system (PNS; i.e., sensory and motor nerves). A human 
brain is composed of ≈1012 neurons are interconnected by ≈1015 
synapses. The neurons are entangled with high compactness in 
three-dimensional and massively-parallel networks.[8] The brain 
implements processing and memory together with extremely 
low energy consumption of ≈10 fJ per synaptic event.[9] More-
over, the brain use asynchronous event-responsive operation 
that spends power only with input events, whereas most com-
puting systems that use CPUs with von Neumann architecture 
operate with a synchronous clock that consumes power periodi-
cally, regardless of whether the unit is active.[10]

A brain communicates with sensory and motor organs 
in the body by transmitting neural signals through neurons 
and synapses of afferent and efferent nerves in the PNS. With 
sensory input, an afferent nerve transfers neural signals from 
sensory cells to CNS, then the brain makes decisions, which 

Neuromorphic skin is an emerging electronic skin that demonstrates sen-
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1. Introduction

Neuromorphic engineering is an emerging technology to 
develop biomimetic electronics and robotics by mimicking 
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are transmitted along efferent nerves to muscle cells, which 
actuate motor output. This process that connects real-time data 
processing with cognition of and reaction to the external envi-
ronment has become one of important tasks in AI research. 
For example, autonomous vehicles collect huge volume of 
images around the road, and must analyze it to identify and 
perform optimal decisions according to the surrounding situ-
ation.[11–13] The movement of an autonomous vehicle is a kind 
of output behavior to the external environment. To monitor 
surrounding, millions of pixels are required,[14] they collect a 
huge amount of data, which must be processed rapidly and 
accurately in real time.[15] The energy efficiency and data pro-
cessing speed can be increased by using neuromorphic cog-
nitive sensors and computing systems, which implement 
the cognition, data processing, and decision making in a 
neuromorphic manner.[16] Moreover, neuromorphic sensors 
that have the intelligence to classify incoming data and to 

autonomously respond to complex interactions, would reduce 
the amount of data transmission to central computing proces-
sors or cloud servers.[17,18] This reduction will increase com-
putation speed and power efficiencies, and alleviate privacy 
concerns.[19,20]

Neuromorphic devices can also recognize, learn and respond 
to various stimuli such as touch, pressure, strain, chemi-
cals, temperature, sound, and multimodal stimuli.[12,13,21–27] 
Moreover, flexible and stretchable devices would be essential 
for future computing and robotic devices such as wearable 
user interfaces, augmented reality, mobile health monitoring, 
human-like robots, and electronic prosthesis.[28,29] Neuromor-
phic engineering would provide neuromorphic electronic skin 
(neuromorphic skin) that can offer soft, biomimetic and low-
power human-integrated neuromorphic electronic and robotic 
applications (Figure 1). Thus, neuromorphic skin that mimics 
biological neural signal transmission can be a next-generation 

Figure 1. Schematics of a) neuromorphic skin, an electronic skin that mimics the biological nervous system and neural plasticity to demonstrate sen-
sory, memory and learning, and motor responses in a neuromorphic way, and b) main components of neuromorphic skin.
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hardware system, by connecting biological and artificial neural 
signals.

In this report, we review recent progress in development and 
applications of neuromorphic skin devices that use emerging 
artificial synapses. We first introduce the structure and working 
mechanism of biological synapses and artificial synapses. Next, 
we review examples of neuromorphic skin devices that use arti-
ficial synapses for sensing, especially with artificial photorecep-
tors, mechanoreceptors and nociceptors which are more widely 
emulated receptors than other sensory receptors. Then we pre-
sent examples of neuromorphic skin devices with artificial syn-
apses that use voltage spikes to achieve memory and learning. 
We also depict examples of neuromorphic skin devices that use 
artificial synapses for motor systems for use in future biomi-
metic robotics and biohybrid applications. Last, we suggest the 
outlook and challenges for the future advanced neuromorphic 
skin.

2. Biological and Artificial Synapses

2.1. Biological Synapses

In biology, chemical synapses transfer chemical neurotransmit-
ters between pre- and post-neurons through a very narrow gap 
(20-40 nm) called a synaptic cleft.[30] The pre-neuron located 
before the synapse, action potentials are transmitted along the 
axon and reach its terminal, then Ca2+ ions move inside the 
membrane through ion channels.[31] Vesicles that contain neu-
rotransmitters then move towards dendrites, and release the 
neurotransmitters at dendrite membranes. The released neuro-
transmitters (e.g., acetylcholine) are captured by receptors on 
postsynaptic membranes, then ion channels in the postsynaptic 
membranes are opened.[32] Ion exchange through the ion chan-
nels induces polarization of postsynaptic membrane poten-
tials, which are delivered to a soma, which integrates potentials 
received from numerous dendrites.[33] When the integrated 
potential results exceed a threshold, the postsynaptic neuron 
generates action potentials which propagate along the axon 
to synapses that connect the postsynaptic neuron to the next 
neurons.

According to the action potential firing rate, synaptic plas-
ticity is changed.[34] When action potential firing is repetitive 
and relatively frequent, the strength of synaptic connection of 
two neurons (synaptic strength) is increased by an increase 
in the number of receptors that bind neurotransmitters, and 
also by formation of new synaptic junctions. These changes 
strengthen synaptic connections (i.e. synaptic weight); these 
changes are related to learning and training.[35] In contrast, 
when action potential firing is non-repetitive and infrequent, 
synaptic strength is weakened by degeneration of receptors 
and synapses;[36] these changes decrease synaptic strength, 
and are causes of forgetting and detraining.[37] The action 
potential firing rate and temporal dependencies of synaptic 
weight are main mechanisms by which artificial synapses 
emulate update of synaptic weight in a spiking neural net-
work (SNN) which is an emerging neural network (NN) that 
mimics working behaviors of biological spiking neurons and 
synapses.[38]

Neurons and synapses are also connected by unidirectional 
serial connections in the PNS. In a sensory system, action 
potentials are fired from sensory receptors of sensory neurons 
by external input stimulation.[39,40] The action potentials are then 
transmitted to the connected neurons in the body through syn-
apses. Depending on the amplitude and repetition of stimuli, 
the action potential firing frequency of a spiking sensory 
neuron changes, so sensory information is transferred to the 
brain. In the somatic motor system, the brain sends motor sig-
nals to the muscle fibers through the upper and lower motor 
neurons and makes muscles contract.[41] Most research on elec-
tronic skin devices has focused on developing highly-responsive 
sensors and actuators, which are driven by digital circuits.[42–46] 
Recently, several studies of the development of artificial sensory 
and motor nerves have emulated biological sensory and motor 
nerves that transmit information by using spike signals.[47–49] 
These neuromorphic skin devices would have applications as 
biomedical devices, neural prostheses, and humanoid robots.

2.2. Artificial Synapses

Software algorithms for machine learning, e.g., deep neural 
networks (DNNs) that have multiple hidden layers, are pow-
erful to implement AI, as a result of development of backpropa-
gation algorithm and high performance GPUs.[3] However, 
because of the von Neumann bottleneck, implementation of 
numerous VMMs is slow and uses large power.[6] A memory 
(e.g., 2-terminal and 3-terminal non-volatile memories) 
crossbar network may overcome the CMOS technology’s limi-
tations by efficiently using Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s current 
law. With advantages of simple structure, non-volatility with 
long retention, low power consumption, fast switching speed, 
and high endurance, emerging memory devices that will be 
introduced in the following chapters and their conductance in 
the crossbar network have been used as synapses and synaptic 
weight respectively in artificial neural networks (ANNs).[50,51] To 
update synaptic weight efficiently and accurately, gradual state 
switching with analog-like continuous conductance states that 
are linear and symmetric is necessary.[52] Therefore, numerous 
artificial synapse devices with various working mechanisms 
have been developed to emulate the characteristics of biological 
synapses to achieve brain-inspired computing and biomimetic 
robotic applications.

2.2.1. Charge-Based Artificial Synapses

Flash memory is a mature silicon technology that is non-
volatile data storage that uses floating-gated or charge-trap 
flash (CTF) transistors.[53] The floating-gated transistor has 
two gates; one is a control gate which is a common gate of a 
transistor and the other is a floating gate that is surrounded 
by insulating layers (tunneling and gate insulator layers) 
and located between the control gate and semiconductor 
channel (Figure 2a). In the CTF, an insulating charge trap-
ping layer with numerous trap sites replaces the floating gate 
(Figure  2b). These memory transistors exploit trapping of 
charge carriers in a floating gate or a charge trapping layer by 
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a control gate. Once charges are trapped in the charge storage 
layer, the electric field from the control gate is affected by 
the trapped charges, so the threshold voltage Vth undergoes 
a shift ΔVth. An opposite electric field from the control gate 
releases the trapped charges in the charge storage layer to the 
semiconductor channel; this process returns Vth to the initial 
value. The charge trapping also can be controlled by voltage 
spikes and demonstrate synaptic plasticity.[54–56] Charge-trap-
ping transistors that do not use silicon have been demon-
strated for next-generation neuromorphic engineering.[57–66] 
For example, charge-trapping transistors with interfacial traps 
between semiconductor and dielectric layers or conductive 
nanomaterials (e.g., Au nanoparticles or C60) dispersed in the 
semiconductor layer have synaptic plasticity.[57–66]

Metal-insulator-metal (MIM)-structured two-terminal 
memory and synapse devices with randomly-dispersed 
charge trapping nanomaterials in the middle insulating layer 

have memory characteristics that exploit charge trapping 
(Figure  2c).[67–70] The electron-injection mechanism follows 
thermionic emission-limited current, Ohmic, trap-limited space 
charge limited current (trap-limited SCLC), trapped-charge-
limited current, or trap-free space-charge-limited current (trap-
free SCLC) conduction. At low voltage with Ohmic conduction, 
the number of electrons injected from the electrode is less than 
the number of thermally-activated charges in the insulating 
layer. At high voltage, the injected electrons outnumber the 
thermal charges and start to fill traps; the current follows the 
trap-limited SCLC conduction. When traps are fully charged by 
numerous injected charges, the current follows trap-free SCLC 
conduction. The reverse voltage bias releases trapped charges to 
the insulating medium and the electrode. Also, these memory 
devices can spontaneously and slowly release trapped charges 
without the reverse voltage bias; this phenomenon is an imped-
iment to achieving long-term memory retention.

Figure 2. Schematics of artificial synapses with device geometries of a) floating-gate transistor, b) charge-trap flash, c) charge-trapping MIM, d) con-
ductive bridge, e) phase change, f) ferroelectric tunnel junction, g) ferroelectric transistor, and electrolyte-gated transistors with h) EDL formation and 
i) redox reaction.
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2.2.2. Resistance-Based Artificial Synapses

Conductive Bridge-Type Resistive Synapse: A two-terminal resistive 
memory that exploits electrochemical metallization operates by 
formation of conductive metallic filaments (“set” process) that 
yield an LRS, and rupture of the filaments (“reset” process) to 
return to a high-resistance state (HRS) (Figure 2d).[71–76] Applied 
voltage oxidizes the active metal electrode, then oxidized metal 
ions are drifted toward the opposite electrode by electric field. 
Metal ions are reduced by electrons at the opposite electrode 
to metal nanoparticle clusters that form metallic filaments; 
this ‘set’ process induces abrupt increase of current with a low-
resistance state (LRS). During ‘reset’ process with Joule heating 
or electrochemical oxidation of the filaments, the metallic 
bridges are disrupted and the conductance state returned to 
HRS. The memory retention of the device is limited by spon-
taneous rupture of the filament due to minimization of interfa-
cial energy or the Gibbs-Thomson effect. Oxygen-vacancy drift 
is another mechanism, it is used in oxide resistive memory 
devices that operate by formation of conductive filaments.[72–76] 
The construction of conductive filaments changes conductance 
abruptly, so nonlinear and asymmetric synaptic weight update 
in the resistive switching synapses can occur. Linear and sym-
metric conductance modulation between LTP and LTD has 
been precisely demonstrated by using voltage pulses that have 
identical or ramping amplitudes.[77–79]

Phase Change Synapse: Phase-change memory devices 
have top and bottom electrodes that are separated by a phase-
change material that changes reversibly between LRS crystalline 
phase and HRS amorphous phase (Figure 2e).[80–82] When sub-
jected to a short, high-amplitude electric pulse to induce rapid 
Joule heating to high temperature above the crystalline tem-
perature, followed by rapid quenching, a localized region of the 
LRS crystalline phase changes to amorphous phase; this abrupt 
‘reset’ process results in HRS. Then, when subjected to a rela-
tively long and ramping amplitude electric pulse to induce slow 
Joule heating with temperature above the crystalline tempera-
ture, followed by slow cooling, the amorphous region recrys-
tallizes to the LRS (‘set’ process). The incremental set process 
and abrupt reset process can cause nonlinear and asymmetric 
synaptic weight modulation. Therefore, linear and multistate 
conductance modulation has been demonstrated with elec-
trode dimension modulation, integration of two phase-change 
memory devices, and an appropriate pulse scheme.[83–85]

Ferroelectric Tunnel Junction Synapse: Non-volatile memory 
with ferroelectric tunnel junctions modulates polarization of a 
thin ferroelectric layer sandwiched between two electrodes with 
an applied electric field (Figure  2f).[86–89] The tunneling elec-
troresistance, which is the height of the barrier to electron tun-
neling through the tunnel junction is controlled by the direc-
tion of ferroelectric polarization and the related electrostatic 
charge-screening effect. The gradually-controlled polarization 
of the ferroelectric layer is retained when the electric field is 
turned off; this phenomenon enables analog switching of non-
volatile conductance states. The thickness of the ferroelectric 
layer is a few nanometers and the tunneling current is typically 
small, so the switch between conductance states requires little 
energy. Also, the large tunneling electroresistance increases tol-
erance to reading errors, and reduces energy consumption. The 

ferroelectric resistance is controlled by nucleation and propa-
gation of polarized domains with consecutive voltage pulses of 
varied amplitude.[90,91] Asymmetry and abrupt switching behav-
iors of resistance can occur during the voltage sweep cycle. 
Therefore, linear and symmetric conductance states on loga-
rithmic or linear scales have been precisely modulated by using 
voltage pulses that have identical or ramping amplitudes.[90–93]

Ferroelectric Synaptic Transistor: Ferroelectric polarization can 
also control the channel conductance of transistors that have 
ferroelectric gate dielectrics (Figure  2g).[94–101] Hafnium oxide 
(HfO2), an inorganic oxide that has a high-dielectric-constant 
and has ferroelectric characteristics when mixed with zirco-
nium oxide (ZrO2), has been extensively studied for use in 
CMOS technology.[94–98] Also, poly(vinylidene fluoride)-trifluoro-
ethylene (PVDF-TrFE) is an organic ferroelectric copolymer; it 
has been widely applied as a gate insulator in ferroelectric tran-
sistors and memory devices.[99–101] During gate-voltage sweeps, 
the drain-current/gate-voltage characteristics of ferroelectric 
transistors has hysteresis caused by electric-field-dependent 
dipole alignment, which induces charge carriers in the channel 
region. The ferroelectric transistors have a high on/off current 
ratio, fast switching speed, stable memory retention and endur-
ance during voltage sweep cycles.[102] For analog multi-state syn-
aptic memory, a voltage pulse of ramping amplitude induced a 
more linear and symmetric conductance switching than a pulse 
that had identical amplitude.[97–99]

Electrolyte-Gated Synaptic Transistors: Electrolyte-gated tran-
sistors are resistive memory devices that can have either vola-
tile or non-volatile analog-like conductance switching.[103–105] 
Voltage-dependent migration of ions in the electrolyte modu-
lates the channel conductance of transistor by forming an elec-
tric double layer (EDL) or undergoing an electrochemical redox 
reaction.[106–108] In the electrolyte-gated transistors with channel 
materials that do not have ion permeation, intercalation, or pen-
etration, ion migration forms an EDL near the surface of semi-
conductor layers upon which the voltage is applied, and induces 
temporary increase in channel conductance (Figure 2h).[109–112] 
When the voltage is removed, the current decay is fast but not 
abrupt, because spontaneous relaxation of migrated ions takes 
a short time. This is a short-term memory effect, and analogous 
to short-term potentiation of the nervous system. In contrast, 
electrolyte-gated transistors with channel materials that have 
ion permeation,[113–115] intercalation,[116–118] penetration,[119–121] or 
surface hydrogenation[122] undergo electrochemical redox reac-
tions by which ions migrate into and interact with the channel 
materials when voltage is applied (Figure 2i). When voltage is 
off, relatively slow spontaneous reverse redox reaction occurs; 
so such doping effects are retained for a long time and the cur-
rent decays slowly. Moreover, the device that has both an ion 
permeable semiconductor channel and a gate electrode (e.g., 
battery-like synapses), demonstrate non-volatile and multistate 
(>500) potentiation and depression.[123] This is a long-term 
memory effect, and is analogous to long-term potentiation in 
the nervous system.

Organic Memristive Synapse with Electrochemical Redox 
Response: When unshared pairs of electrons in iron of fer-
rocene,[124,125] nitrogen of triphenylamine,[126] and iron of 
terpyridyl-iron polymer[127] are easily removed by external 
electric field, the organic material is oxidized, form a cationic 
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conducting pathway in the backbone, and add an impurity 
energy level to the bandgap.[127] Therefore, the conductivity of 
the organic material increases abruptly. The oxidized state is 
maintained stably in the air[124] or is neutralized by an anion 
(e.g. ClO4

– in ethyl viologen diperchlorate [EV(ClO4)2]) reduced 
from an electrolyte that is stacked together to maintain an oxi-
dized state stably for a long time.[126,128] The organic material is 
reduced by the reverse electric field, the anion moves back to the 
electrolyte (e.g., 4,4’-bipyridine salt), and the electrolyte is reoxi-
dized.[129] Accordingly, the conductivity of the organic material 
decreases. In addition, redox reactions of organic materials and 
electrolytes can be continuously controlled, thereby continuous 
modulation of conductivity is possible with voltage pulses that 
have identical amplitude.[129]

3. Neuromorphic Skin That Uses Artificial 
Synapses for Sensing
Numerous electronic skin sensory receptors that have 
greater sensitivity than biological sensory organs have been 
reported,[130–132] but relays in a sensory nervous system have not 
been considered. Also, computing systems that analyze big data 
received from sensors (e.g., a high-resolution image sensor) 
have been developed using NN systems that are emulated in 
software.[19,133] To improve data-processing efficiencies and 
reduce energy cost, the development of neuromorphic sen-
sory and computing hardware must be advance, and this is 
one of the ultimate goals of neuromorphic engineering. The 
research paradigm has been changed from ‘sensor’ to ‘sense’, 
so neuromorphic cognitive sensors that use artificial sen-
sory synapses that operate using spike signals have been rep
orted.[8,24,47,49,134,135] These synapses will enable development of 
cognitive computing systems that use neuromorphic hardware, 
and of wearable neuromorphic robotic/bioengineering systems.

3.1. Photoreceptors

The retinas of vertebrate eyes include rod cells (≈90 million in 
a human eye) and cone cells (≈6 million in a human eye). The 
rod cells are responsible for night vision in dim light, whereas 
the three types of cone cells that have different sensitivities 
to wavelengths of visible light are responsible for color vision 
in bright light (Figure 3a). These photoreceptor cells are con-
nected to other neurons such as bipolar cells and ganglion cells 
by synaptic junctions with neurotransmitters. By emulating 
light-responsive synaptic transmission in the retina, photonic 
synapses (also called optical or optoelectronic synapses) have 
been demonstrated using diverse device structures, mate-
rials and working mechanisms.[136–142] Depending on the illu-
mination condition of a light pulse, photonic synapses have 
demonstrated various synaptic functions such as short-term 
sensory and long-term memory responses which can be used 
for analog-type cognitive image sensors, and for pattern recog-
nition and image learning in neuromorphic computing.[143–145] 
Also, with various materials that have different bandgaps, 
photonic synapses have demonstrated wavelength selectivity 
similar to those of cone cells that detect different wavelength of 

visible light.[146–148] This light selectivity can demonstrate appli-
cations with advanced functions such as image recognition,[149] 
optical wireless communication,[150] and UV light detection.[136]

In phototransistors, photo-induced excessive charge carriers 
generated from photosensitive materials can be transferred to 
and captured at trap states in interfaces or semiconductors.[151] 
Photo-induced charges in semiconductors trapped at the inter-
face of the semiconductors/gate insulators can exhibit memory 
effects.[152,153] Gradual filling of charge trapping sites by light-
stimulated charges gradually modulates Vth of the phototran-
sistors. For example, organic photosensitive transistors with 
polymer gate insulators have been studied in which interfa-
cial effects mediating interaction between polar groups of the 
polymer dielectric and side chains of organic semiconductors 
can influence shallow and deep traps on the interfaces; these 
changes are related to ΔVth and the memory effect.[154] Organic 
transistor composed of a polymer dielectric with a large dipole 
moment have a strong interfacial effect that enables current 
potentiation upon stimulation by a pulse of light.[155] After illu-
mination, the current relaxes due to release of trapped charges.

Photonic synapses have also showed synaptic plasticity. Rapid 
changes have been obtained using reversible transfer of photo-
induced charges between graphene-carbon nanotube heteroge-
neous semiconductors.[156] Slow changes have been obtained by 
using gate bias to induce trapping of interface charges. Also, in 
a Ge-gated MoS2 phototransistor, infrared light (wavelength λ = 
1550 nm) is transmitted through the MoS2 semiconductor and 
SiO2 dielectric but absorbed by that Ge gate electrode, where 
it induces band bending and ΔVth.[157] Combined with voltage 
pulses under illumination, this phototransistor functioned as 
an optic-neural synapse.

Amorphous metal oxide semiconductors that have inherent 
persistent photoconductivity have generated photo-induced car-
riers under UV light illumination (Figure 3b).[158,159] Absorption 
of UV light stimulated band-to-band excitation, ionization of 
oxygen vacancies and formation of metastable peroxides, so the 
conductivity of the semiconductors increased (Figure  3c).[148] 
Owing to persistent photoconductivity mainly contributed by 
ionized oxygen vacancies that require thermal activation energy 
for neutralization, amorphous metal oxide semiconductors 
have slow current decay, which is a memory effect (Figure 3d). 
Layered black phosphorus is easily oxidized in ambient air, and 
has the unique property that the conductivity decreases under 
stimulation at λ = 365 nm (UV-A), but increases under stimu-
lation at λ  = 280 nm light (UV-B) without an external electric 
field.[160] Under UV-A, surface-absorbed oxygen induces charge 
traps in black phosphorus, and this process decreases its con-
ductivity. In contrast, under UV-B, hydrogen molecules disso-
ciate and passivate oxygen sites in oxidized black phosphorus 
and induce formation of additional carriers, so the conductivity 
increases. Therefore, current potentiation and depression can 
be controlled by UV light pulses with different wavelengths.

In floating-gate transistors that use light-sensitive materials 
in a floating gate layer, photo-activated charge carriers (electrons 
or holes) are transferred to a semiconducting layer depending 
on the polarity of electric field, and the remaining charges cause 
ΔVth.[161] Consecutive input of light pulses exploits the memory 
effect induced by the trapped or stored charges to demonstrate 
excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) by gradual modulation 
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of current levels.[162] Reverse voltage bias releases trapped or 
stored charges and returns the Vth to its original state.[163]

In floating gated organic transistors that use pentacene sem-
iconductors, the devices control the light selectivity depending 

Figure 3. Neuromorphic skin with artificial photoreceptors. a) Schematics of the human eye and cellular structure of the retina. Reproduced with 
permission.[136] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH. b) Schematic of an artificial synapse that uses an amorphous metal-oxide semiconductor phototransistor. 
c) Energy band diagrams of a synaptic transistor that uses amorphous indium gallium zinc oxide (IGZO), in darkness and under illumination (VO = 
oxygen vacancies). d) Dependence of postsynaptic current (PSC) responses on UV light frequency in an IGZO synaptic transistor. Reproduced with 
permission.[148] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. e) Schematics of UV-responsive synaptic transistor that uses nitric-acid-treated carbon nitride (NT-CN). 
f) UV selective response of a synaptic transistor that uses NT-CN. g) Transmittance of UV light in a conceptual smart window integrated with a synaptic 
transistor and UV transmittance modulator that uses NT-CN, and that detects and blocks UV light. e–g) Reproduced with permission.[136] Copyright 
2020, Wiley-VCH. h) Schematic of an organic optoelectronic synapse integrated with an external self-powered photodetector and a stretchable organic 
nanowire synaptic transistor. i) EPSC amplitude responses of a stretchable organic nanowire synaptic transistor triggered by the International Morse 
code of “SOS” under 0% and 100% strain. j) Linear correlation between the sum of EPSC amplitude peak value and every English letter of the Interna-
tional Morse code. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 License.[150] Copyright 2018, The Authors, published by American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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on the light sensitive nanomaterials surrounded by polymer 
(polymethyl methacrylate, PMMA) in the floating-gate layers 
(Figure  3e).[136,164] For example, CsPbBr3 quantum dots (QDs) 
responded to wavelengths 365 ≤ λ ≤ 660 nm, and MoSe2/Bi2Se3 
nanosheets responded to 580 ≤ λ  ≤ 860 nm.[164] In contrast, 
C3N4 nanodots responded only to λ  = 365 nm (Figure  3f),[136] 
so they can provide wavelength selectivity for UV ray detection 
and protection in smart windows (Figure 3g).

External photodetection devices can supply sensory inputs 
to the connected synaptic devices under illumination. For 
example, photosensors have been integrated with synaptic 
transistors in a voltage-divider configuration.[149,165,166] They 
detected light stimuli and modulated voltage bias that is applied 
to the synaptic transistors. Light-sensory synapses that inte-
grate external sensory devices to synaptic devices have more 
complicated configuration than photoactive transistors (e.g., 
phototransistors or light-sensitive floating-gate transistors), but 
have the advantages that they can use independently well-devel-
oped photosensors and synaptic devices.

A photosensor that had a van der Waals (vdW) heterostruc-
ture (h-BN/WSe2) integrated with a charge-trapping synaptic 
transistor, could detect red (λ = 655 nm), green (λ = 532 nm), 
and blue (λ = 405 nm) lights.[149] An organic photosensor was 
integrated with an organic ferroelectric/electrochemical syn-
aptic transistor, and demonstrated short-term plasticity and 
long-term plasticity by electrochemical reaction and ferroelec-
tric dipole switching.[165] A metal chalcogenide (CdSe) photo-
sensor integrated with an ionotronic amorphous metal oxide 
synaptic transistor demonstrated environment-adaptable per-
ception behaviors that may be useful in artificial visual percep-
tion systems.[166] Self-powered organic (visible light) or silicon 
(from UV to IR) photodetectors detect light stimuli and transfer 
sensory inputs to a stretchable organic nanowire synaptic tran-
sistor (Figure  3h).[150] The stretchable synaptic transistor dem-
onstrated stable synaptic responses under 0% and 100% strain. 
Light pulses that represented International Morse code induced 
discrete EPSC responses (Figure  3i) that linearly correlated 
with every letter of English alphabet individually (Figure  3j). 
This ability has potential applications in optical wireless 
communication.

3.2. Mechanoreceptors

Mechanoreceptors in skin detect mechanical stimuli such 
as static and dynamic pressures, stretch, slip and vibra-
tion.[40,132,167–169] For example, slow-adapting type-I (SA-I) 
receptors are mechanosensory nerve endings that detect static 
pressure range (1–80 kilopascals).[170] As the strength of the pres-
sure stimulus increases, the SA-I afferent neuron increases its 
action potential firing within the frequency range of 0–100 Hz, 
and the neural signals are transferred to the CNS through syn-
apses. Mechanoreceptive sensors including piezoresistive,[171] 
piezocapacitive,[172] piezoelectric,[173] and triboelectric[174–176] 
sensors have been integrated with artificial synapses and neu-
rons to emulate signal transmission mechanisms in biological 
afferent nerves (Figure 4a). These approaches will enable 
advanced skin-inspired electronics for robotic and prosthetic 
applications.[177,178]

The pressure sensors with the pyramidal structures have 
very high sensitivity because a sharp tip induce a relatively 
large deformation at low pressure.[179,180] In the pyramidal 
piezoresistive sensor, as pressure increases, the contact area 
with the underneath the electrode increases and the resist-
ance decreases, so the amplitude of sensory inputs to synaptic 
devices also increases.[181]

One example is an Au-coated micropyramidal pressure sensor 
in contact with an indium tin oxide (ITO)/polyethylene tereph-
thalate (PET) bottom electrode that was connected to the top 
electrode of an organic memristor device.[182] A 5 × 5 pressure 
sensor array with fast response (22 ms), high sensitivity (6.7 × 
107 kPa–1) at low pressure (1–5 kPa) and durability (> 7,000 cycles) 
was integrated with Nafion organic memristors in which the 
conductance was gradually controlled by proton migration 
according to the synaptic input signals. Protons are continuously 
supplied from air ambient and move through hydrogen bonding 
of hydrophilic side chains in Nafion. Directions of proton con-
centration gradient and electric field modulate conductance of 
the device. Combination of voltage pulses and static pressure 
that were applied to the pressure sensor, enabled modulation of 
synaptic plasticity and recognition of written English characters.

Another pyramidal pressure sensor coated with conduc-
tive carbon nanotubes transferred sensory input signals to a 
connected indium tungsten oxide (IWO) synaptic transistor 
(Figure  4b).[183] In the bottom interdigitated electrodes of the 
pressure sensors, one was connected to voltage supply elec-
trode VDD and the other was connected to the gate dielectrics of 
the synaptic transistors by ionic conductive (ion conductivity = 
3 × 10−3 S cm−1) and stretchable (40% strain) polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) cables. Without pressure, voltage drop at the pressure 
sensor was almost equal to VDD. When pressure was applied, 
the sensor was pressed, its contact area with the substrate 
increased, so the resistance decreased between the interdigi-
tated electrodes. Then applied voltage caused formation of an 
EDL in the ionic conducting PVA cables, and the EDL modu-
lated the channel conductance of IWO synaptic transistors. 
Depending on the polarity of VDD, synaptic responses were 
potentiated or depressed. With two pressure sensors connected 
to one synaptic transistor, spatiotemporal correlation of mul-
tiple sensory inputs was demonstrated. When VDD on the two 
sensors had same polarity, the synaptic excitation was potenti-
ated, but when the VDD had opposite polarity, the synaptic exci-
tation was repressed by inhibitory input. These modulations 
are similar to tactile perception mechanisms in the skin.

Nanogenerators are emerging self-powered devices. They 
have been used as mechanosensory receptors to detect mechan-
ical stimuli (strain and vibration). A piezoelectric nanogenerator 
composed of a PVDF-TrFE layer sandwiched between Au elec-
trode layers generated electric signals when subjected to tensile 
and compressive strains (Figure 4c).[184] Tensile and compressive 
strains induce opposite polarizations of the dipole in the piezo-
electric layer, and therefore induce opposite polarity of output 
signals from nanogenerators. The generated piezopotentials 
were transferred to ion gel-gated graphene transistor as gate 
voltage input. Anion accumulation at the interface of ion gel/
graphene down-shifted the Fermi level of graphene, so holes 
became majority charge carriers in the channel.[184] In contrast, 
cation accumulation at the interface up-shifted the Fermi level 
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of graphene, so electrons became the majority carriers. In a gra-
phene transistor the Dirac point is slightly shifted to the positive 

gate voltage range because of inevitable p-type doping by oxygen 
and moisture in air ambient conditions. Therefore, within a 

Figure 4. Neuromorphic skin with artificial mechanoreceptors. a) Schematics of biological mechanosensory nerve. Reproduced with permission.[182] 
Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. b) Schematic of an artificial mechanosensory synapse integrated with a piezoresistive pyramidal pressure sensor, poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-encapsulated polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) ionic cables, and an indium tungsten oxide (IWO) synaptic transistor. Reproduced 
with permission.[183] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. c) Schematics of a strain-sensitive artificial synapse composed of a piezoelectric nanogenerator that 
exploits PVDF-TrFE and an ion gel-gated graphene synaptic transistor. d) PSC modulation under compression and tension strain pulses, PSC ampli-
tude depending on the number of strain pulses, and EPSC amplitude correlated with spatiotemporal strain pulses (Δtpre2−pre1 = interspike interval).  
Reproduced with permission.[184] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. e) Schematics of a biological afferent nerve and an organic artificial afferent nerve. The 
biological afferent nerve is composed of mechanoreceptors, a nerve fiber, and biological synapses. The organic artificial afferent nerve is composed of 
pressure sensors, an organic ring oscillator, and synaptic transistors. f) Peak current values and oscillating frequencies of PSC of synaptic transistors 
depending in the amplitude and duration of pressures. Reproduced with permission.[170] Copyright 2018, American Association for the Advancement 
of Science.
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certain voltage range between the Dirac point voltage (equiva-
lent to 0.26 V) and 0 V, repetitive compressive strain pulses 
decreased the conductance in graphene, in a manner similar to 
an inhibitory response. With repetitive pulses of tensile strain, 
the channel conductance of graphene transistor increased, 
similar to an excitatory response. Therefore, an ion gel-gated 
graphene transistor with two piezoelectric nanogenerators dem-
onstrated dynamic potentiation/depression modulation and 
spatiotemporal integration of strain information (Figure 4d).

Triboelectric nanogenerators integrated with voltage rectifiers 
have also been applied to the sensory synapse as mechanosen-
sory receptors for tactile and vibrational stimuli.[185–187] A tribo-
electric nanogenerator composed of Au/amorphous (Na0.5K0.5)
NbO3 (NKN) platelets/Au was connected to Pt/NKN film/TiN 
memristors through a bridge rectifier circuit.[185] The rectified 
voltage inputs from the nanogenerator with repetitive tap-
ping induced synaptic potentiation and depression responses. 
A triboelectric acoustic sensor has been used to demonstrate 
artificial auditory synapses by connecting with an electrolyte-
gated organic synaptic transistor.[109] Also, a triboelectric sen-
sory synapse that uses a vibration sensor emulated the spider’s 
mechanical sensory neuron that distinguishes the vibration of 
cobweb caused by breeze, stronger wind and a fly’s struggle.[186]

Artificial mechanosensory neurons that convert pressure 
intensity to action potential firing frequencies can more accu-
rately mimic the biological afferent nerve than sensory synapses 
in which artificial receptors are directly connected to artifi-
cial synapses (Figure  4e).[170,188] In the sensory synapses, the 
number and frequency of touch on the sensor were physically 
controlled to transmit the presynaptic input to the synapses. In 
contrast, sensory neurons control the firing frequency of action 
potentials according to pressure and apply them to synapses.[170] 
A flexible organic ring oscillator and edge detector circuit gen-
erated action potentials that had frequency (0–100 Hz) that 
varied according to the pressure intensity (1–80 kPa) applied to 
the pyramidal pressure sensor (Figure 4f). The action potentials 
were transmitted to a flexible electrolyte-gated organic synaptic 
transistor. The synapse identified the direction of object move-
ment and distinguished Braille letters by integrating sensory 
signals received from multiple sensors and neuron circuits.

A spiking artificial afferent nerve that used an niobium 
oxide (NbOx) memristor protectively inhibited the neuron from 
excessively high firing rate of action potential when the inten-
sity of stimuli was too strong.[189] Within the ordinary range 
of stimuli intensity, the NbOx memristor increases firing rate 
with decreased integration time as intensity increases. How-
ever, when input signal exceeds the ordinary range, the firing 
rate decreases because high current flow across the memristor 
increases relaxation time and induces a large Joule heat that 
makes the device maintain the ‘on’ state for a long time. There-
fore, when the input signal exceeded the ordinary range, the 
firing rate decreased. This protective inhibition function is sim-
ilar to the response of biological neurons to noxious stimuli.

3.3. Nociceptors

A nociceptor is a sensory neuron that detects noxious 
stimuli and then rapidly sends warning signals to the CNS 

(Figure 5a).[190] When the brain recognizes that the threat 
exceeds a threshold and may cause damage, a pain alarm is 
sent to help the body react to the threat and prevent injury.[191] 
Nociception is usually emulated by memristors that exploit 
electrochemical metallization, because filament forming and 
abrupt increase of current at voltage above the set voltage 
are similar to the sensation of pain at such ‘suprathreshold’ 
stimuli.[192–196] Memristors have emulated four representative 
nociceptive behaviors: threshold, relaxation, allodynia, and 
hyperalgesia (Figure  5b).[192] A threshold is a certain stimulus 
intensity at which the nociceptor starts to strongly respond, 
fires action potentials, and makes pain sensation. After stimuli, 
the pain slowly decays; this process is relaxation. During relaxa-
tion, stimuli with much weaker intensity than the threshold 
can activate the nociceptor to avoid severe danger. Allodynia is 
the behavior that after full relaxation, when the nociceptor has 
been damaged by severe stimuli, it produces a sensation of pain 
even to subthreshold stimuli.[193] Hyperalgesia is the pheno-
menon that the damaged nociceptor has abnormally increased 
sensitivity to stimuli and a stronger response to suprathreshold 
stimuli than the normal nociceptor. The hypersensitive behav-
iors of damaged nociceptors induce the organism to avoid fur-
ther risks.

In an artificial nociceptor (memristor), the sensation of pain 
(output current) increases as the strength (e.g., intensity, period, 
and interval) of suprathreshold stimuli (voltage) increases.[194] 
The artificial nociceptor in abnormal state generated a high 
response in the overall stimuli range, including subthreshold 
and suprathreshold compared to the device in normal state, 
which are similar to allodynia and hyperalgesia, respectively. 
Temperature or pressure sensitive nociceptive responses were 
elicited by using thermoelectric sensory modules to detect tem-
perature stimuli, or piezoelectric sensory modules to detect 
pressure stimuli (Figure 5c).[194,195] As the intensity of tempera-
ture or pressure stimuli increased, the responses of the artifi-
cial nociceptors increased in magnitude and speed to generate 
warning signals to prevent further damage (Figure 5d,e).

Although not reviewed here, various sensory synapses 
that respond to changes in external environment such as 
sound, chemical, gas, temperature and humidity have been 
reported.[197–206] Therefore, it is expected that various biomi-
metic sensory systems can be implemented.

4. Neuromorphic Skin That Uses Artificial 
Synapses for Memory and Learning
4.1. Memory

The Atkinson-Schiffrin model[207] of how the brain stores mem-
ories suggests that it occurs in three stages: sensory memory 
(SM), short-term memory (STM), and long-term memory (LTM) 
(Figure 6a). SM is a step in which external information is stored 
for a very short time of a few seconds, and is easily forgotten. 
Information that is not forgotten in the SM stage goes to the 
STM stage, which maintains the memory for several minutes. 
To retain the information for a long time, rehearsal must be 
repeated; this is similar to repetitive learning and memoriza-
tion. Memory that has been strengthened by repetition passes 
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to the LTM, where it is stored for a long time. By imitating the 
multi-store model of memory, artificial synapses proved that 
intermittent information is forgotten in the STM stage, but fre-
quent information is maintained for a long time in the LTM 
stage.[129,208–210]

Inorganic Ag2S memristive synapse that operates by forma-
tion of a conducting bridge of atomic Ag demonstrated mul-
tistore model of memory-transition phenomena (Figure  6b). 
Decay curves of Ag2S synapse conductance in STM are anal-
ogous to forgetting curves in a brain (Figure  6c).[208] Memory 
retention duration y decreases as a power function y = b × t–m, 
where b is a fit constant for scaling, t is time, and m is decay 
rate. As the number of rehearsals increased, m decreased and 
memory retention increased.

The STM–LTM transition is dependent on rehearsal rep-
etition frequency. This response has been demonstrated by 
image memorization in a synapse array. Two images with dif-
ferent rehearsal rates were memorized in a 5 × 5 array of iota-
carrageenan (ι-carrageenan) memristive synapses with metallic 
filaments (Figure 6d).[209] Letter images of “P” shown 10 times 
at low frequency (67 Hz) and “T” shown 30 times at high fre-
quency (337 Hz) were input to the array. Stimulation with letter 
image of “P” induced weak conductive filaments in synapses 
and increased the conductance temporarily. After stimuli, the 
filaments ruptured quickly and the conductance decayed rap-
idly. In contrast, the letter image of “T” formed strong filaments 
in synapses, which that retained the increased conductance for 
a long time. Sixty seconds after ceasing the inputs of both letter 
images, only the letter image of “T” was stored in the synapse 
array (Figure 6e).

Organic memristive synapses can also exploit redox reac-
tions. An organic memristive device composed of an ethyl 
viologen diperchlorate [EV(ClO4)]/triphenylamine-containing 
polymer (BTPA-F) demonstrated “learning–forgetting–
relearning” by emulating the “learning–experience” behavior 
of human beings (Figure  6f).[129] The brain’s LTM decays 
slowly over time, but relearning can efficiently recover the lost 
memory. After an initial learning stage composed of 40 stimuli, 
synaptic weight spontaneously decayed to an intermediate state 
over time. During the second learning stage, nine stimuli were 
sufficient to recover the initial synaptic weight. After the second 
forgetting stage, the third learning stage required only four 
stimuli to restore the memory state.

The Hebbian learning rule[211] describes memory and 
learning as a consequence of the interactions of nerve cells 
(the rule of change in synaptic weight). Depending on the acti-
vation frequency of connected neurons, the synaptic strength 
can be increased or decreased. When neurons are activated 
together repeatedly at a high frequency, the synaptic connection 
strength between them strengthens, whereas when they are 
activated intermittently at a low frequency, the synaptic connec-
tion strength weakens. This response is described as “cells that 
fire together, wire together”, and is also related to spike-timing-
dependent plasticity (STDP).[212]

Learning and experience strengthen the connections of local-
ized information in the brain, and the information connection 
is retained for a long-time. Thus, connections between ini-
tially unrelated stimuli are strengthened as a consequence of 
repeated experiences; this phenomenon is called conditioning. 
Pavlov’s dog experiment is a well-known example of a classical 

Figure 5. Neuromorphic skin with artificial nociceptors. a) Schematics of the biological nociceptive nerve and nociceptive signal transmission mecha-
nism. Reproduced with permission.[194] Copyright 2018, Springer Nature. b) Schematic and experimental responses with allodynia and hyperalgesia 
responses after UV stimuli in normal and damaged photonic nociceptors. Reproduced with permission.[193] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. c) Schematic 
of a thermal nociceptor composed of a thermoelectric module and a memristor. d,e) Voltage outputs from the thermoelectric module measured at 
d) Ch 1 and voltage responses from on/off switching of the memristor measured at e) Ch 2 depending on temperature. Reproduced with permission.[194] 
Copyright 2018, Springer Nature.
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Figure 6. Neuromorphic skin for memory. a) The psychological model of human memory proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin. b) Multistore memo-
rization model in the artificial synapse. c) Memory retention in Ag2S memristive synapse for decay in STM mode. Reproduced with permission.[208] 
Copyright 2011, Springer Nature. d) Schematic of memorization process of images of letter “P” at a low frequency and “T” at a high frequency using a 
5 × 5 array of ι-carrageenan memristive synapse array. e) Stimulus and response of ι-carrageenan synapse array before stimulus, at the last stimulus, 
and after 60 s. Reproduced with permission.[209] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. f) Repeated “learning–forgetting–relearning” processes 
of a EV(ClO4)2/BTPA-F memristive synapse. Reproduced with permission.[129] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. g) The classical conditioning Pavlov’s dog 
experiment on. Reproduced with permission.[214] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
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conditioning that converts a neutral stimulus (NS) to a condi-
tioned stimulus (CS) (Figure 6g).[213–215] The sight of food is an 
unconditioned stimulus (US) for a dog’s salivation, which is an 
unconditioned response (UR). This is the unconditioned reflex. 
Bell ringing is an NS that elicits no automatic response by the 
dog. However, after the bell ringing is followed consistently by 
the sight of food, the bell ringing becomes a CS for the dog’s 
unconscious salivation, before the sight of food; this is a con-
ditioned response (CR). This is a conditioned reflex. Initially, 
bell ringing did not affect the salivation response, but neural 
connections in the brain changed to establish a relationship 
between the stimulus and the (expected) sight of food. These 
changes in synaptic connection strength according to learning 
and repeated experiences are instances of Hebbian learning.[216]

4.2. Learning

In biological neurons, the soma collects all the information 
received from the dendrite (Figure 7a). Then the axon hillock 
fires action potentials when the integrated signals exceed a 
threshold. The numerous synapses of each dendrite have dif-
ferent synaptic connection strengths according to the activation 
frequency.[217] Therefore, every dendrite transfers different sig-
nals depending on the synaptic strengths.

A perceptron is an engineering model of a neuron to develop 
learning and information-storage models that mimic a brain 
(Figure  7b).[218] The perceptron generates an output that is 
derived from the inputs, the weight of each input node, the 
bias, and the activation function. A single-layer perceptron uses 
a step function as an activation function that resembles the all-
or-none law, which is the action potential firing characteristic of 
a single neuron. The single-layer perceptron can conduct linear 
classification for one condition such as the Boolean algebra 
(Binary Logic) of AND, NAND, OR, and NOR gate logic.[219] 
However, the single-layer perceptron cannot solve complex and 
nonlinear classification conditions (such as XOR), so a multi-
layer perceptron with one or more hidden layer, and DNNs that 
have numerous hidden layers have been developed with non-
linear activation functions.[220]

Supervised machine learning use a ground-truth label, 
which must be provided. The process calculates the estimation 
error by comparing the output value to the label and with a cost 
function after a feed-forward process (Figure  7c).[219,220] The 
error is reduced by repeated backpropagation that is guided 
by the gradient descent of the cost function, which applies 
partial derivatives and the chain rule in the reverse direction 
to adjust the weight of the hidden layers.[221] Iterative learning 
minimizes errors by adjusting the weights of nodes in hidden 
layers. As the number of hidden layers increases, the accuracy 
of the output value can increase, but the time and energy costs 
of calculation also increase. In addition, the weight control of 
many hidden layers during the calculation process can be dif-
ficult to interpret.

Although the machine learning with von Neumann com-
puting architecture and learning algorithm, large datasets, and 
hardware (e.g., GPU) has made strong contributions to real-
izing the current AI, the process is different from the infor-
mation processing of the energy-efficient biological NN in the 

brain.[222] Moreover, the conventional machine learning con-
sumes high time and power costs because a very large amount 
of data is transferred between the processor and the memory to 
call and transfer operation instructions and variables during a 
VMM that requires numerous calculations.[5] Use of numerous 
processors can increase the speed of VMM calculation by run-
ning them in parallel, but such computing systems are bulky, 
heavy and require huge power.[223]

As an alternative, a memory network hardware can accelerate 
the calculation of the VMM in a massively parallel manner by 
applying Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s current law for multiply-
accumulate operations.[224] For this purpose, memory devices 
require linearity and symmetry of continuous conductance 
states, in addition to non-volatility, high switching speed, low 
energy consumption, and high endurance.[225,226] By using the 
analog conductance of the memory devices as synaptic weight 
in an analog VMM, the data movement can be much reduced 
during the calculation, so the time and power costs can be 
reduced.

MNIST is a database that has been widely used to evaluate 
the ability of NNs to undergo supervised learning.[227] MNIST 
consists of 28 × 28 pixel images of handwritten digits, 60 000 
for training and 10 000 for testing.[228] To test an ANN that 
uses multilayer perceptrons, each image of 28 × 28 pixels is 
converted to 784 inputs and transmitted to the input neurons, 
and through the hidden layers that are composed of fully-
connected hidden neurons, then output to the output layer 
that is composed of 10 neurons that represent digits 0–9.[229] 
The recognition accuracy of the handwriting image character 
data set varies according to the characteristics of the artificial 
synapse. For artificial synapses to perform weight calculation 
and update to analog memory, the synapses should show sym-
metric and linear modulation of >100 conductance levels with 
ratio of Gmax/Gmin of maximum transconductance to minimum 
transconductance >10, and stable cycle-to-cycle and device-to-
device stabilities.[21,105]

Artificial synapses that use ferroelectric inorganic transistors 
have 64 conductance states, good linearity (linearity parameters 
for potentiation Ap = −0.8028 and for depression Ad = −0.6979), 
and Gmax/Gmin  = 14.4 for multiple bias pulses with incre-
mental amplitude (potentiation, 2.7–4.3 V with 25 mV step; 
depression, −2 to −3.6 V with 25 mV step) (Figure  7d).[230] A 
two-layer perceptron NN that used artificial synapses and had 
400 input neurons, 100 hidden neurons, and 10 output neu-
rons achieved an accuracy of 91.1% after 125 training epochs 
using 20 × 20 MNIST images (Figure  7e). This is comparable 
to the recognition accuracy of 94.1% obtained using an ideal 
synaptic NN (Figure  7f). In an endurance test of 100 cycles 
(12 800 pulse operations), small cycle-to-cycle variation of 2.36% 
(n  = 100 cycles) and device-to-device variation of 3.93% (n  = 
40 devices) were obtained, and therefore the NN exhibited high 
recognition accuracy.

To use artificial synapses as an ANN accelerator, they must 
have low driving voltage, fast switching speed, and low energy 
consumption. A battery-like organic artificial synapse com-
posed of conducting polymer (PEDOT:PSS) and solid electro-
lytes (Nafion or ion gel) demonstrated ≥ 100 conductance states 
of potentiation and depression, linear symmetry, cycle uni-
formity, and long retention when multiple spikes with the same 
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Figure 7. Neuromorphic skin for learning. a,b) Schematics of a a) biological neuron and an b) engineering model of a neuron. Reproduced with 
permission.[237] Copyright 2014, Springer Nature. c) Schematic of fully connected artificial neural network. d) Conductance-state modulation with 
potentiation and depression responses of a ferroelectric synaptic transistor with ramping voltage pulses. e) Schematic of neural network for MNIST 
pattern recognition simulation. f) Simulated pattern recognition accuracy of ferroelectric synaptic transistors and an ideal device. Reproduced with 
permission.[230] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. g) Schematic of a battery-like organic electrochemical synaptic transistor. h,i) Channel-
conductance modulation of battery-like organic electrochemical synaptic transistors with h) conducting polymer (PEDOT:PSS) and ion gel (1-ethylimi-
dazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EIM:TFSI) and PVDF-HFP) and with i) semiconducting polymer (p(g2T-TT)) and ion gel (EMIM:TFSI and 
PVDF-HFP). Reproduced with permission.[232] Copyright 2020, American Association for the Advancement of Science. j) STDP responses of asymmetric 
Hebbian, asymmetric anti-Hebbian, symmetric Hebbian (LTP), and symmetric anti-Hebbian (LTD). Reproduced with permission.[241] Copyright 2019, 
Wiley-VCH.
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amplitude were applied (Figure  7g).[231,232] MNIST simulation 
with the 28 × 28 pixel image dataset showed data recognition 
accuracy of 97%, which is only 2% lower than obtained using an 
ideal NN.[231] However, when the write pulses are short (≈1 µs 
or less), the narrow dynamic range (Gmax/Gmin < 2) was sensi-
tive to device-to-device variations and write noise (Figure 7h).[232] 
The device write noise should be < 0.3% of dynamic range.[233]

A battery-like organic artificial synapse in which the con-
ducting polymer channel and electrolyte were replaced with 
a semiconducting polymer (poly(2-(3,3-bis(2-(2-(2-methoxy-
ethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)-[2,2-bithiophen]-5-yl)thieno [3,2-b]thio-
phene) [p(g2T-TT)]) and ion gel (1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMIM:TFSI) ionic liquid and 
poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) 
polymer matrix) had increased dynamic range to Gmax/Gmin > 
4 with 300-ns write pulses (±1 V), and signal-to-noise ratio 
(ΔG2/σ2  > 100, where ΔG is the conductance update and σ is 
its standard deviation) (Figure 7i).[232] By scaling the device to a 
45 µm × 15 µm channel, a device that had Gmax/Gmin > 2 during 
100× 20-ns programming pulses (±1 V) consumed ≈80 fJ/write.

An SNN emulates a biological NN’s use of spike rate and 
spike timing to transmit spatiotemporal information between 
neurons.[52] An SNN has a sparsely-connected structure and 
processes information by sporadically-delivered voltage spikes, 
whereas an ANN has a fully-connected structure through 
hidden layers. Therefore, only specific neurons are activated in 
an SNN in response to synaptic events, and this arrangement 
is much more efficient energetically than an ANN, in which 
all hidden layers of neurons are activated sequentially. Also, 
an SNN can process data that encodes spatiotemporal infor-
mation, without the need for additional complex components 
(e.g., filters in a convolutional NN), so it is advantageous for 
processing sensory data (image, video, and sound recognition) 
that encodes spatiotemporal information of the real world.

STDP is an unsupervised learning rule related to LTP and 
LTD in SNNs.[234–236] The synaptic connection between bio-
logical neurons strengthens or weakens over the long term, 
depending on the relative arrival times tpre of the input action 
potential and tpost of the output action potential. When the input 
spike occurs just before the output spike (Δt = tpre – tpost > 0), the 
relation between the spikes is likely to be persistently dependent 
and synchronous, and the synaptic connections between neu-
rons are strengthened on average.[237] However, when the input 
spike occurs immediately after the output spike (Δt  < 0), the 
correlation between the spikes is likely to be consistently inde-
pendent and asynchronous, and the connections between neu-
rons are weakened on average. Depending on the sequence and 
Δt of input and output spikes, as on the neurons and synapses 
located in different parts of the brain, synaptic weight changes 
in various forms.[238,239]

Numerous artificial synapses have demonstrated the four 
typical types of STDP response (asymmetric Hebbian, asym-
metric anti-Hebbian, symmetric Hebbian, and symmetric 
anti-Hebbian) (Figure  7j).[240–245] Different types of STDP 
forms can also be implemented by modulating the order, Δt, 
and shape of input and output spikes.[246] For example, two-
terminal synapses such as a chalcogenide memristor that uses 
Ag/AgInSbTe/Ag,[237] an inorganic tunnel junction memristor 
that uses Au/SrTiO3/La0.67Sr0.33MnO3,[241] and an organic 

ferroelectric tunnel junction memristor that uses Au/P(VDF-
TrFE)/Nb-doped SrTiO3

[242] all showed STDP when pre-spikes 
were applied to the top electrode and post-spikes were applied 
to the bottom electrode.

In the asymmetric Hebbian learning rule which is the clas-
sical STDP form (initially found in hippocampal cultures), 
weight updates followed Δw = A1·exp(-Δt/τ1) (Δt < 0) and Δw = 
A2·exp(Δt/τ2) (Δt > 0).[236] In symmetric STDP, weight updates 
followed Δw  = A1⋅exp(−Δt2/(2τ1

2)) and Δw  = A2⋅exp(−Δt2/
(2τ2

2)).[242,243]

In SNN, to demonstrate various STDP forms, additional 
complex components that modulate the shape of pulses may 
be required. Also, STDP is a local learning rule, which differ 
from the error backpropagation in ANN, which uses gradient 
descent with derivatives. An SNN is event-activated, discon-
tinuous, and sporadically connected, so it is non-differentiable 
and thereby cannot use backpropagation. Therefore, develop-
ment of a learning algorithm to be applied to the deep SNN 
must accompany the development of hardware for it. Also, the 
learning process is similar to learning rules used in a brain, so 
an efficient learning process should be sought; clues may be 
found development of brain science.

5. Motion by Neuromorphic Skin That Uses 
Artificial Synapses
Emulating motor nerves that construct peripheral nerves by 
connecting with sensory nerves enables interaction with the 
environment. An artificial motor nerve that mimics the sign-
aling process of a biological motor nerve can make an artificial 
motor organ move like a biological motor organ.[150,247–253] The 
body motions are mainly generated by sensory perception of 
external stimuli (e.g., reflex) or intention (e.g., voluntary con-
trol).[254,255] Unconditioned reflexes occurs when the stimuli 
received from the sensory nerves and the sensory signals are 
transmitted directly to the motor nerve through the interneu-
rons in the spinal cord; examples include knee-jerk reflex and 
withdrawal reflex. In contrast, an conditioned reflex is formed 
by experience or learning in the brain;[256] previously-unrelated 
stimuli are linked by training; examples include the condi-
tioned Pavlovian reflex in dogs, and motor responses such as 
an athlete’s starting reaction.[257] Although conditioned con-
scious reflexes is more related to the learning in the brain 
than to strengthening in the motor system, they can become 
subconscious with practice and offer efficient control of motor 
response.

Voluntary movements are intentional movement that are not 
necessarily responses to immediate external stimuli.[254] During 
planning, initiating, and executing of a movement, motor sig-
nals are transmitted from the motor cortex to muscle fibers 
through upper and lower motor neurons. Lower motor neurons 
are connected to muscle fibers by neuromuscular junctions, 
which are chemical synapses. The motor signals are transferred 
from lower motor neurons to muscle fibers via neuromuscular 
junctions by releasing neurotransmitters in response to action 
potentials. The actuation of muscle fibers depends on the fre-
quency of the action potentials. After the action potential sig-
nals cease, the muscle fibers relax.
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Contractions of skeletal muscle fibers can be classified as 
twitch, summation and tetanus.[258] A twitch is a small and 
temporary contraction of muscle fibers in response to an action 
potential. Arrival of another action potential before full relaxa-
tion of a muscle twitch can induce an additional muscle twitch 
that is simply summed on the previous twitch. This process 
resembles signal potentiation in the synapse response. When 
numerous action potentials stimulate the muscle at high fre-
quency, the contraction of muscle fiber becomes continuous 
and strong; this response is tetanus.

An artificial neuromuscular junction has been demonstrated 
using a stretchable organic nanowire transistor that uses an 
electrolyte (Figure 8a).[150] The artificial neuromuscular junc-
tion operated a low-voltage-driven polymer actuator, which is 
an artificial muscle fiber that has a working mechanism sim-
ilar to that of a biological motor unit. EPSC signals from the 
stretchable artificial neuromuscular junction were converted to 
voltage through a transimpedance circuit, then the voltage was 
applied to the polymer actuator. As voltage increased gradually 
according to the EPSC response, the polarization of ions inside 
the polymer actuator gradually increased, so the contraction 
of the polymer actuator gradually increased (Figure 8b,c). The 
actuation of the polymer actuator was stable with the stretch-
able synaptic transistor at 0% or 100% strain.

The muscle contraction is also controlled by recruitment of 
motor units.[254] A motor unit is composed of a lower motor 
neuron and several muscle fibers that have synaptic connec-
tions (neuromuscular junctions). The contraction of the muscle 
is controlled by activation of motor units that are connected 
to muscle fibers that are distributed throughout the muscle. 
When a single motor unit is activated, few muscle fibers are 
actuated, so the muscle contraction is weak. As the number 
of recruited motor units increases, the muscle’s contraction 
strengthens. Henneman’s size principle suggests that motor 
units are sequentially recruited from small motor units in 
which a motor neuron is connected with small number of 
muscle fibers to a larger motor unit in which a motor neuron 
is connected to large number of muscle fibers. Therefore, when 
the neural signals are weak, few motor units are recruited, so 
contraction is small and slow, but as the strength of the neural 
signals increases, progressively more motor units are recruited, 
and the contraction strengthens and accelerates. In this way, 
motor-unit recruitment will contribute to control the force of 
artificial muscle contraction along with the development of 
muscle fibers in future biomimetic motor systems.

A tactile-responsive motor system was implemented using a 
triboelectric nanogenerator, an electrolytic stretchable rubbery 
synaptic transistor, and a pneumatic soft robot (Figure 8d).[247] 
Rubbery skins that were composed of triboelectric nanogenera-
tors, rectifiers, and synaptic transistors were integrated on the 
right, left, and top of the pneumatic robot. The bipolar signals 
generated from the nanogenerator were rectified to unipolar 
pulses through the rectifier, then applied to the synapse. The 
postsynaptic response of the synapse was controlled according 
to the number of taps on the nanogenerator, then transferred 
to a programmed control system to control the actuation of the 
pneumatic robot (Figure 8e).

An artificial reflex arc was implemented using a pyramidal 
pressure sensor, a flexible memristor, and a polymer actuator 

(Figure 8f).[248] A memristor that undergoes HRS-to-LRS transi-
tion above a certain ΔVth was used as a threshold-controlling 
unit (TCU) to demonstrate a pressure sensory reflex arc that 
consults an all-or-none law and only fires an action poten-
tial when the pressure exceeds a threshold. A memristor that 
exploited zeolitic imidazolate framework-8 (ZIF-8) was sand-
wiched between Ag and Au electrodes, and controlled resistance 
states by forming Ag filaments with ΔVth = 3.5 V (Figure 8g). 
When connected to the pyramidal pressure sensor with 4-V 
bias, HRS-LRS switching occurred when ≥ 1 kPa pressure was 
applied to the sensor (Figure 8h). The grasp reflex response of 
newborn babies was emulated by controlling a polymer actu-
ator to contract only above a certain pressure (Figure 8i).

A hybrid reflex arc has been demonstrated by connecting an 
artificial sensory nerve to a biological motor nerve. This result 
suggested the potential for development of neural prostheses 
that use neuromorphic electronics (Figure  8j).[170] An artificial 
mechanosensory nerve was connected to biological efferent 
nerves of a cockroach (Blaberus discoidalis) (Figure  8k). The 
pressure information was converted to postsynaptic signals that 
eventually induced actuation of the extensor muscle in the leg. 
According to increase of the intensity and duration of pressure 
application, the force of leg extension increased (Figure 8l,m). 
Use of artificial peripheral nerves may increase the compat-
ibility of future neural prostheses that connect to the body, and 
that operate using biologically-compatible or neurologically-
mimetic signals. The artificial peripheral nerves also can be a 
solution to avoid the huge power consumption of robots that 
are operated with pneumatics and high voltage.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

Over the past few decades, researchers have focused on brain-
inspired computing that can process massive amounts of data 
at low costs of time and power, for use in the future AI era. 
The hardware called in-memory computing that uses a crossbar 
memory array has been developed to overcome the von Neu-
mann bottleneck that occurs during deep learning using CMOS 
digital hardware. A memory crossbar network has been applied 
in in-memory computing hardware that has analog-like contin-
uous multi-memory states that can effectively calculate VMM 
by exploiting Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s law.[259,260] However, 
ANNs operate differently from brains that transmit informa-
tion in the form of voltage spike train. Emulation of brain-like 
operation might be improved by exploiting knowledge about 
how the brain works, and by developing learning algorithms for 
SNNs that transmit and process data that is encoded as voltage 
spikes.

Development of sensors and robots has focused on 
improving device abilities such as sensing resolution and appli-
cable force in industrial uses. Future development of humanoid 
robots, implantable sensors that combine with the human 
body, wearable exoskeletons, and neural prostheses, will 
require development of biomimetic electronics and robotics 
that emulate biological sensory and motor nervous systems. 
Cognitive sensory and motor systems would enable edge com-
puting and robotics by using voltage spikes to send signals and 
commands, and to exploit local synaptic plasticity as occurs in 
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Figure 8. Neuromorphic skin for moving. a) Schematic of an artificial neuromuscular junction composed of an electrolytic stretchable organic nanowire 
synaptic transistor and a polymer actuator. b) Maximum displacement (δ) of the polymer actuator and output voltage generated by the artificial synaptic 
transistor. c) Digital images of the polymer actuator with 0 and 100 spikes. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 License.[150] 
Copyright 2018, The Authors, published by American Association for the Advancement of Science. d) Schematic of a tactile-responsive motor system 
implemented with a triboelectric nanogenerator, an electrolytic stretchable rubbery synaptic transistor, and a pneumatic soft robot. e) Digital images 
of the tactile-responsive soft neurorobot locomotion. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 License.[247] Copyright 2019, 
The Authors, published by American Association for the Advancement of Science. f) An artificial reflex arc integrated with a pyramidal pressure sensor, 
a flexible ZIF-8 memristor-based threshold controlling unit (TCU), and a polymer actuator. g) I–V curve of the ZIF-8 memristor (inset: device configu-
ration). h) The resistance change of the TCU depending on the applied pressures. The threshold level of pressure ≈ 1 kPa. i) Illustrations that weak 
pressure below a threshold triggers no action of polymer actuators and the strong pressure above the threshold generates an action potential and 
triggers action of polymer actuators. Reproduced with permission.[248] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH. j) Schematic of a hybrid reflex arc connected with 
an artificial sensory nerve and a biological motor nerve. k) Digital image of a cockroach’s leg with the hybrid reflex and a force gauge. l,m) Force of leg 
extension in response to duration and intensity of pressure on the artificial afferent nerve. Reproduced with permission.[170] Copyright 2018, American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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biological nervous systems. Artificial synapses that effectively 
integrate event-stimulated signals from high-density neuro-
morphic sensors may relieve the burden on microprocessors 
that periodically scan all pixels. Furthermore, neural prostheses 
may bypass damaged nerves to connect directly to the living 
body and deliver biological-analog signals to the brain, sensory 
and motor nerves, muscles, or to robots. Minimization of the 
number of circuit elements involved in analog-to-digital signal 
conversion would enable low-power, biocompatible neural 
prostheses and health monitoring devices that can replace cur-
rent digital CMOS devices. For these purposes, the biocompat-
ibility and biomimetic properties of neuromorphic skin devices 
should be increased by using flexible, stretchable, implantable, 
and healable materials.

Also, compared to the research on neuromorphic sensory 
skin that uses spikes to send and process signals, research on 
artificial muscles and motor systems that operate in this way 
is lacking, even though biological muscles contract in response 
a spike signal. Polymer actuators that operate with low voltage 
amplitude spikes are frequently used as artificial muscle fibers 
and their softness is suitable for bioinspired soft robots. How-
ever, they may be limited to be used for hard and supportive 
robots such as robotic limbs and wearable exoskeleton in the 
current stage. Therefore, the research of more rigid actuators 
that are driven with spikes is required for artificial motor sys-
tems of hard robotics that operate in a biomimetic way.

Recently, neuromorphic circuit that exploits organic synaptic 
transistors demonstrated robots with functions of sensorimotor 
integration and learning.[261] Organic artificial synapses per-
form local and decentralized training with real-time feedback 
in the analog domain, so it relieves the burden on the robotic 
controller in the digital domain; it would be an example of the 
hybrid system of neuromorphic skin of emerging artificial syn-
apses integrated with conventional digital robotics.

In addition to the sensory and motor responses and 
memory/learning, the brain controls hormones that relate to 
emotion and homeostatic plasticity; the emulation of this func-
tion facilitates the demonstration of human-friendly social 
robots.[262–265] Moreover, although this article particularly 
focuses on emerging artificial synapses for neuromorphic elec-
tronics, artificial neurons are another key element for future 
neuromorphic skin electronics.[266–271] In this way, we believe 
that neuromorphic skin will become a core element in future 
advanced neuromorphic systems integrated with brain-inspired 
computing and bioinspired robotics.
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